
AESTHETIC SELF LIGATING BRACKET
BREEZE SL™ Bracket  
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Refreshingly simple
The BREEZE self-ligating bracket unites brilliant aesthetics with outstanding ultra-low frictional forces. Research reports 
30% less friction than that of common ceramics.  
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Mechanical locking base

The BREEZE SL was designed specifically with the proven 
performance of a mechanical locking bonding base with 
additional micro etching.  There is no need of any additional 
composites or saline.

•  Open with a tool, closing with fingers or tweezers.

Marking for fast identification 
and aligning.

•  Excellent and easy-moving slide mechanics.

•  Audible click-sound when closed, for extra assurance.

Outstanding ultra-low frictional forces

Due to the new material composition the brackets show 
outstanding ultra-low frictional forces for premium sliding 
mechanics compared to all other used bracket materials on 
the market. This allows full control of the treatment forces.
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The mechanical locking base also takes the uncertainty out of debonding, easily removed by using a SHARP aes-
thetic debonding instrument.  Sharp instrument tips enable a tight and secure fit between the interface of the bracket 
and adhesive, ensuring a clean and smooth removal without breaking or shattering.

Debonding

Easy open and close mechanism

1.  Place the tool into the 
     bracket hole

2.  Pull the tool smoothly
     from the gingival to
     the occlusal side

Ultra-low friction
The new material composition of the bracket shows 
in comparison to all other common aesthetic bracket 
materials on the market superior low frictional forces 
and provides premium sliding mechanics.

Safe debonding
Highest bonding strength combined with fracture-less 
debonding of the bracket ensures optimal protection 
of the dental enamel.

Precise tolerances
This one-piece-bracket is manufactured with a unique 
laser aided sintering technology, allowing complex and 
precise bracket shapes with smallest slot tolerances for 
optimum performance of the prescription.

Fractural toughness
Manufacturing methods, material selection, and 
optimum morphology produces a bracket that can 
withstand the rigors of orthodontic forces

Biocompatibility
The combination of different translucent materials, includ-
ing ceramic, ensures outstanding high biocompatibility. 
Our combination of compounds are CE-certified
and approved by biocompatible tests like mutagen, skin 
sensitization, cytotoxicity and oral toxicity.

Significant reduction in attrition of teeth
Attrition of teeth is prevalent with all other common 
ceramic brackets.   Combining new compounds has 
produced a strong reliable bracket but eliminates the 
extreme hardness of the common ceramic bracket.

Endless clarity & translucency
The BREEZE SL™ assures true clarity during the entire 
treatment process. Even after a 24hr Curry bath no 
discoloring of the material was recorded

3.  For closing push the tool 
     occlusal to gingival side,
     listen for the audible click.

Tip: Do not use a standard probe – the tip is too flexible and will not fully close the door. This might 
cause door failures.
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